
News story: Open Rights Group campaign

A large number of emails have been received about government plans to
equalise the maximum sentence for online and physical copyright infringement
at 10 years. This measure is contained within the Digital Economy Bill 2016
which is in its final stage of the Parliamentary scrutiny process.

The Open Rights Group (ORG) campaign focuses on two areas. Firstly that an
increased sentence may result in an increase of so called ‘copyright trolls’
threatening court action. Secondly, that the copyright clause within the Bill
criminalises minor copyright infringement.

Infringement of another person’s copyright in the circumstances covered by
the redrafted criminal offences is already covered by existing criminal
offences. The proposed measures in the Digital Economy Bill clarify the
existing offences and take into account concerns that the ORG raised with
government during consultation. The revised offence is designed to deter and
deal with deliberate infringement, while protecting innocent or unwitting
infringers.

Copyright trolls
Copyright owners are entitled to enforce their rights. On occasion this may
include contacting members of the public who are alleged to have infringed
their rights. Such approaches are entirely legal. However if done in a
threatening or harassing way, members of the public can report the solicitors
in question to the Solicitor’s Regulatory Authority (SRA). The SRA has taken
action in previous such cases.

It is important to note that the criminal offences apply to making material
available to others, not to those just downloading material to their
computers. Anyone seeking to enforce their rights for the downloading of
material would be unlikely to refer to this legislation.

The Intellectual Property Office has published guidance for members of the
public who have received such approaches.

The risk of an increase of ‘trolling’ is considered to be low but the
government will periodically review and respond to any concerns.

Minor infringement
The criminal offences penalise communicating a copyright work to the public
and infringing a performer’s ‘making available’ right. Both of these acts are
considered criminal where a person knows, or has reason to believe, that they
are infringing the right and either intends to make a monetary gain, or knows
or has reason to believe that they will cause loss or expose the rights
holder to a risk of loss in money. These offences focus on those causing harm
either for monetary gain or a monetary loss or risk of loss to the rights
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holder. A mental element has been introduced which requires an intention to
make a gain or knowledge or reason to believe that the copyright owner will
suffer loss or be exposed to a risk of loss.

Ten year sentences would only be applied in the most serious of criminal
circumstances. It is highly unlikely that small, unintentional infringement
would be caught by this offence. A person who believed that their acts fell
within a copyright exception, such as that relating to criticism or review or
quotation, would not be guilty of an offence.

It would not be practical for the government to set a specific level of loss
or gain at which infringement becomes a criminal offence. This is because the
circumstances of each infringement needs to be taken into account.

The Culture Secretary must now ensure
MPs are given an opportunity to debate
the Fox takeover deal  – Tom Watson

Tom
Watson, Labour’s Shadow Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport,
commenting on the 21st

Century Fox formal notification of its bid for full control of Sky, said:

“The Government should have referred this bid to
Ofcom immediately and without equivocation.

“It is clear that Fox’s bid to take full control of
Sky will significantly increase the size of the biggest media organisation in
the UK and further concentrate power in the hands of a dominant industry
player.

“It is therefore clearly in the
public interest that the bid is referred to the regulator on media plurality
and broadcasting grounds.

“In light of the Government’s decision not to immediately
refer the bid and the effect the proposed merger is likely to have on the UK
media sector, the Culture Secretary must now ensure MPs are given an
opportunity to debate the deal before a decision is taken on whether to
approve
it.”

Ends
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Website launched to commemorate late
Premier Zhou Enlai

A website was launched on Friday to commemorate late Premier Zhou Enlai, born
in 1898, in the lead-up to the 120th anniversary of his birth.

The website, zhouenlai.people.cn, featured a 366-day countdown to the
anniversary, an introduction to his life, and poems, calligraphy and
paintings that pay tribute to Zhou, as well as Zhou’s family letters and
links to memorial halls dedicated to him in China and abroad.

Visitors can offer virtual “flowers” and pay homage to Zhou online as well as
post messages to the website. Endi

News story: GCA Supplier Mornings

27 March London

Venue: Victoria House Southampton Row London WC1B 4DA

Programme for London event

9.00 Breakfast Reception

9.30 Introduction from Christine Tacon: Latest Developments in the Work of
the Groceries Code Adjudicator

10.00 Questions to the Adjudicator

10.25 Discussion 1: Forecasting

11.00 Coffee break

11.15 Discussion 2: Pay to Stay

12.00 Christine Tacon: Conclusion and next steps

12.15 Close

3 April Manchester

Venue: Manchester Conference Centre, Sackville Street Manchester M1 3BB For
directions to the venue go to: www.manchesterconferencecentre.com/location
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Programme for Manchester event

8.45 Breakfast Reception

9.15 Introduction from Christine Tacon: Latest Developments in the Work of
the Groceries Code Adjudicator

9.45 Questions to the Adjudicator

10.10 Discussion 1: Forecasting

10.45 Coffee break

11.00 Discussion 2: Pay to Stay

11.45 Christine Tacon: Conclusion and next steps

12.00 Close

Following the morning events Christine Tacon will be available for one-to-one
meetings with suppliers to discuss issues in confidence.

To register for one of the events and to book an individual session please
contact enquiries@gca.gsi.gov.uk

India to Host 10th International
Conference on Theory and Practice of
Electronic Governance: ICEGOV 2017

The Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology, Government of India, in
collaboration with United Nations University and UNESCO, is organizing a
three-day International Conference 10th ICEGOV 2017 in Delhi from 7th March
to Thursday, 9th March, 2017..
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